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Open data value

Open data is a tremendous resource for 
transparency and democratic control, 
participation, self-empowerment and 
economic growth.


It helps citizens and organisations to 
make better decisions, or enable you to 
be more active in society.

Source: https://opendatahandbook.org/guide/en/why-open-data/



Hazardous substances and other chemical determinants in lakes - 
aggregated data 

Any real value for citizens?

Open data retrieved from dati.gov.it
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No open data without open formats 

“The format of digital data is defined as “open” when its syntax, 
semantics, operational context and mode of use are made public through 
comprehensive documentation.”

Source: https://www.agid.gov.it/it/dati/formati-aperti



(Some) Open data formats
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Knowledge soup: Knowledge can be 
extracted from a plethora of different 
data sources, which are inherently 
heterogeneous with respect to syntax 
and semantics


Open data as

John Sowa. The Challenge Of Knowledge Soup. 2004




Open data as

Big data: (Heterogeneous) Data 
sources contain billions of data 
that should be processed. Hence, 
how do we get only contextual 
data which are relevant to my 
goals?

The Emu in the Sky, a well-known Aboriginal Astronomical constellation



Lesson learnt so far

Credits: Sonia Giampaolo
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Accessible 
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Reusable 
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Lesson learnt 
(contd.) 



A little semantics goes a long way

The open data is a flat, boring world devoid 
of meaning


Jim Hendler's hypothesis  https://www.cs.rpi.edu/~hendler/LittleSemanticsWeb.html
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From open data to linked open data: 

• representing data in machine-readable 

forms

• allowing links to be created


Jim Hendler's hypothesis  https://www.cs.rpi.edu/~hendler/LittleSemanticsWeb.html




Five stars open data

Source: https://5stardata.info/en/





Existing ontology networks



ontology network

https://github.com/whow-project/semantic-assets



WHOW toolkit
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Customised and decentralised recipes 
for Knowledge Graph creation
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WHOW resources and key persons

Technical report Toolkit source code

Giorgia Lodi Anna Sofia Lippolis Andrea Nuzzolese

Ontology network
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Thank you!

https://www.linkedin.com/company/whow-water-health-open-knowledge/?viewAsMember=true
https://twitter.com/whowproject
https://www.linkedin.com/company/whow-water-health-open-knowledge/?viewAsMember=true
https://twitter.com/whowproject

